Shared Content Leadership Group

Meeting Minutes, March 24, 2017

Present: Martha Hruska (SD, Chair), JoAnne Newyear-Ramirez (B), Myra Appel (D), John Renaud (I), Angela Riggio and Roxanne Peck (LA), Jim Dooley (M), Alison Scott (R), Eunice Schroeder (SB), Julia Kochi (SF), Kerry Scott (SC), Mihoko Hosoi (CDL), Wendy Parfrey (CDL)

Absent: Ivy Anderson (CDL), Becky Imamoto (LAUC)
Guests: Cathy Martyniak (SRLF), Bethany Harris (UCSD), Adriana Moran and Mat Willmott (CDL)

Announcements, Housekeeping and Calendar Review

March 10 notes approved for posting.

DDA TF Updates:

- Soft launch in January 2017
- Hosted an informational webinar on 2/14
- Collectively, we have triggered 14 titles for purchase
- Viewed 3000 chapters
- Downloaded 2000 chapters
- We have added a new member to the TF - Shi Deng of SCP
- Reminder that we have a website here
- Our timeline for reporting out/assessing the project is
  - August 2017 - 1st assessment report
  - February 2018 - 2nd assessment report
  - September 2018 - final assessment
  - December 2018 - pilot ends

Action: Kerry will send the list of purchased titles to SCLG monthly for posting on the wiki

Action: Kerry will encourage DDA Task Force members to share lists of purchased titles within their libraries

RLF ILS Update (Cathy Martyniak)

Options 1 and 2 have significant problems related to discovery and delivery. Focus has now shifted to talking with CAIA, a vendor of inventory management systems, investigating several tools and looking at harmonizing some procedures between the RLFs. A shared systemwide ILS would solve a number of problems, but Cathy was unable to say if the final report will include this recommendation. Question of how SCLG can help. The April 14 SCLG call will include a discussion of Shared Print activities with Emily Stambaugh. Cathy offered to attend the call if her presence would be useful.
**STAR Team Update, Hindawi Review** (Bethany Harris, Mat Willmott)

The STAR Team will conduct a full review of the new Reveal Digital business model; there is no immediate deadline, possibly fall 2017.

SCLG agreed with the STAR Team proposal to conduct a review of Hindawi membership.

Reviews of Open Book Publishers and Open Library of the Humanities are planned.

It was agreed that the Scholarly Communications CKG can investigate alt-metric tools and suggest one for STAR Team review.

The STAR Team website is up. A webinar to explain review criteria and the toolkit is planned, along with a webinar possibly on April 28 to explain the new ECS open access model.

DOC is planning a webinar for May 1 to explain Shared Print and SCLG activities.

**Licensing Discussion – Springer Nature and Cost Modeling**

The SpringerNature proposal that Wendy sent is a formal proposal that is awaiting SCLG acceptance.

SCLG agreed to forward the FTE cost model proposal to CoUL even though several members expressed reservations. SCLG needs to draft a transmittal memo explaining the proposal and also implementation scenarios. The transmittal memo should call out the general problem of the sustainability (or lack thereof) of campus collection budgets.

Action: Martha will send a Doodle poll to schedule a 1-hour call to discuss phase-in models. This should happen by Wednesday, April 5.

SCLG agreed that the time is ripe to conduct a review of all existing Tier 1 agreements to determine if any should no longer be continued.

**Licensing Update**

**COUNTER** -- CDL has submitted feedback to COUNTER 5 Release Proposal. A few big changes in the new standard. Please contact Chan Li if you have any questions:

- More detailed usage reports for OA content
- Separate usage for Text and Data Mining activities
- Unique title/item usage count (this change is based on CDL’s research project on publisher platform effect on usage reporting)

**Value of collaborative Licensing** – CDL is creating an interactive site for UC libraries to demonstrate the value and challenges of collaborative licensing, and is currently reviewing and finalizing the site. It will be open for feedback to UC libraries at a later date. Chan Li is leading this project.
**Springer Nature** – Ivy Anderson reported that she (and Mat Willmott on the phone) had a good meeting with Springer in Berlin about offsetting. She will have an update on this later. The vendor is preparing for a summary of negotiated business terms, which CDL will verify before sending the official proposal to SCLG, hopefully later this week or next week. CDL plans to send draft license agreements (general terms, and business terms) to the vendor later this week or early next week.

**JSTOR DDA Pilot** – The Pilot is fully implemented with an estimated 3,000 ebooks to become available in 2017. At this time, 14 titles have been purchased, almost 3,000 chapters viewed and over 2,000 chapters downloaded across the UC libraries. The DDA task force hosted a webinar in February to announce the pilot which will run through December 2018. There is a [website](#) for more information about the systemwide pilot.

**CRC STMnetbase proposal** – The physical sciences engineering CKG chair, Brian Quigley (UCB) and the CRC resource liaison, Deanna Johnson (UCD) have organized an upgrade offer for the full portfolio of CRC ebook collections at a systemwide cost savings. The full collection includes 1,146 titles and 16 new collections not currently purchased and would resolve the issue of duplication of titles across the various collections. The proposal also incorporates the ENGnetbase evidence-based pilot which would end after four years. SCLG is reviewing the cost proposal - replies are due on Friday, March 31. Please contact [Wendy Parfrey](#) if you have any questions.

**AAAS new titles in 2017** – CDL will add Tier 3 subscriptions for two titles, Science Immunology and Science Robotics, to the systemwide license. All AAAS new titles are activated in SFX and the ERMS. As of 3/17, the following campuses have confirmed subscriptions to the new AAAS titles:

- Science Immunology (6): UCB, UCD, UCI, UCLA, UCSD, & UCSC
- Science Robotics (5): UCB, UCI, UCLA, UCSD, & UCSC

If there is interest, please contact [Adriana Moran](#).

**Reveal Digital** – Three campuses (UCLA, UCB, UCSD) will sign Tier 3/local licenses with the vendor for the following two collections: 1) Diversity & Dissent: Civil Society in 20th Century America Investment Fund, and 2) Newspapers from the rise and fall of the 1920’s Ku Klux Klan. SCLG evaluated a UC systemwide approach; unfortunately there was not enough interest, and interested campuses will participate locally.

**SAGE Premier 2017, Sage Research Methods (base, datasets, cases, 6 years of content), backfile update (2015-2017)** – Access, UC-eLinks/SFX, ERMS, and Cataloging is complete. [Sage Research Methods was announced on CDL INFO News](#).

**Electrochemical Society (ECS) Digital Library Update / ECS Plus** – SCLG approved in February, and CDL sent the draft license to the vendor on 3/6 (Mon).

**SCOAP3 Phase 2 Renewal, 2017-2019** – CDL is working on a cost proposal for JSC approval and SCLG approvals.

The Licensing status (request CDL password) page has been updated.